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Mike partners with founders building the next generation of commerce and marketplaces, with a focus
on driving sustainable growth.

Mike brings a specialized mindset to the broadest of goals: growth. He focuses on helping founders
identify, maneuver, and systematize their growth levers. Mike sits on the board of Builder, Inventa, Novi,
Pepper, Postscript, and also led Greylock’s investments in Beek, Inventa, Magic Eden, Rabbithole,
Pinata, Portals, Vori, and several unannounced companies.

As an investor across commerce, marketplaces, and vertical software, Mike leverages his past
experience as an operator to help founders assess where technology can be applied creatively to scale
growth, product and marketing. Having overseen both nine-figure marketing budgets (across both
digital and offline channels) and scrappy product-oriented growth teams, Mike understands what both
healthy and unhealthy growth look like — and works with founders to help them leverage technology
and product to drive growth.

Prior to Greylock, Mike was the first in-house growth hire at Stitch Fix, where he built and led the
Growth organization and developed a set of core operating principles that helped take the company
through IPO. At Stitch Fix, Mike’s team leveraged the company’s strong foundation in personalization to
establish a new discipline around driving measurable, sustained growth.

Before that, Mike was the first growth hire at Tilt, where he built and oversaw multiple teams, including
analytics, marketing, community, and growth product. He also served on YC’s growth advisory council,
is a growth lecturer at Reforge, and was a growth advisor across various VC firms and startups.

Mike’s success in evolving the user acquisition and growth capabilities of early-stage, product-focused
companies comes from his obsession with data and a belief in the power of experimentation. He rejects
the notion that growth can be hacked, and instead emphasizes the importance of building the right
team, growth model, operating principles, and experiment frameworks.

Mike says the bulk of his career decisions go back to his tendency to optimize for learning. He thinks
the best founders are relentlessly, even obsessively curious, yet also find some counterbalance to (or
within) this hyper-committed entrepreneurial life. “It’s no coincidence that many of the best founders
combine their intensity with a great sense of humor!” Mike credits a large part of his (forced) balance to
two kids, who help provide perspective and prioritize what’s absolutely necessary on a daily basis.



Earlier in his career, Mike was a consultant with Bain & Company and worked in the Private Equity
practice. Mike holds a BS & MS in Industrial & Operations Engineering from the University of Michigan,
and an MBA from Stanford University.

CURRENT INVESTMENTS

● Beek
● Builder
● Inventa
● Lithos
● Magic Eden
● Novi
● Pepper
● Pinata
● Postscript
● Portals
● Rabbithole
● Tydo
● Vori
● Zed


